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ABSTRACT
Chondroitin sulfate (CS) proteoglycans
are major components of cartilage and other
connective tissues. The monoclonal antibody
(mAb) WF6, developed against embryonic shark
cartilage CS, recognizes an epitope in CS chains,
which is expressed in ovarian cancer and variably
in joint diseases. To elucidate the structure of the
epitope, we isolated oligosaccharide fractions from
a partial chondroitinase ABC digest of shark
cartilage CS-C and established their chain length,
disaccharide composition, sulfate content and
sulfation pattern. These structurally defined
oligosaccharide fractions were characterized for
binding to WF6 by enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay using an oligosaccharide microarray
prepared with CS oligosaccharides derivatized
with a fluorescent aminolipid. The lowest
molecular weight fraction recognized by WF6
contained octasaccharides, which were split into
five subfractions. The most reactive subfraction
contained
several
distinct
octasaccharide
sequences. Two octasaccharides, **∆D-C-C-C and
∆C-C-A-D, were recognized by WF6, but other
related
octasaccharides,
∆C-A-D-C
and
∆C-C-C-C, were not. The structure and sequences
of both the binding and non-binding
octasaccharides were compared by computer
modeling, which revealed a remarkable similarity
between the shape and distribution of the
electrostatic potential in the two different
octasaccharide sequences that bound to WF6 and
which
differed
from
the
non-binding
octasaccharides. The strong similarity in structure
predicted for the two binding CS octasaccharides
(∆D-C-C-C and ∆C-C-A-D) provided a possible
explanation for their similar affinity for the WF6,

although they differed in sequence and thus form
two specific mimetopes for the antibody.
**Abbreviations:
A, GlcUA1-3GalNAc(4-O-sulfate);
C, GlcUA1-3GalNAc(6-O-sulfate);
D, GlcUA(2-O-sulfate)1-3GalNAc(6-O-sulfate);
∆C, ∆4,5HexUA1-3GalNAc(6-O-sulfate);
∆D,
∆4,5HexUA(2-O-sulfate)1-3GalNAc(6-O-sulfate).
INTRODUCTION
Chondroitin
sulfate
proteoglycans
(CS-PGs)4 are expressed on the surface of most cells
and in extracellular matrices in vertebrates, where CS
is linked to a wide range of core protein families.
They are increasingly implicated as important
regulators of many biological processes contributing
in various ways to the physical strength of tissues,
cell adhesion and signal transduction (1-4).
CS chains have a considerable structural
variability, the biological functions of which are not
well understood. The structure is an unbranched
polymer linked through a unique tetrasaccharide
(GlcUA-Gal-Gal-Xyl) to a serine residue in a PG,
and is composed of repeating disaccharides
(-4GlcUA1-3GalNAc1-)n, which can be modified
by O-sulfation reactions at various positions, where
GlcUA and GalNAc represent D-glucuronic acid and
N-acetyl-D-galactosamine, respectively. CS is
expressed in tissue- and cell-specific forms generated
by varying patterns of sulfation, epimerization and
chain length, which may account for some of the
functional diversity and specificity of PGs to which
they are attached. The sulfation pattern of CS varies
with aging in cartilage (5). CS-D and CS-E, which
contain specific disulfated disacharide units, promote
the neurite outgrowth of hippocampal and
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mesencephalic neurons (4, 6, 7). CS sequences are
also involved in chemokine binding (8). Sulfation is
closely related to key steps in biosynthesis including
chain elongation and termination (9).
Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) have been
generated that recognize specific features of CS
chains (10), but few of the epitopes have been
characterized in detail (11-13). Studies with anti-CS
mAbs have revealed restricted spatio-temporal
patterns of expression in various tissues during
growth and development and in pathological
conditions (14-17). The use of antibodies that
recognize epitopes on CS chains is becoming more
widely used in many fields of biomedical research,
such as tissue growth and development (16) and also
in the diagnosis of diseases (18-20).
Studies of experimental canine osteoarthritis
(OA) cartilage revealed that early in diseases there
were distinctive changes in the CS epitopes long
before there was any cartilage destruction (20).
Changes in the sulfation of CS were also reported in
the PG fragments found in synovial fluid following
joint trauma (21). Measuring CS epitopes in cartilage
metabolites in body fluids of patients with arthritis
(22-24) therefore has potential for monitoring the
progression and severity of the disease.
WF6 is a mouse IgM type mAb with
-chains, generated using embryonic shark cartilage
CS-PGs as immunogen. It is reactive with shark
CS-PGs and the epitope was also detected in
commercial CS preparations (CS-C and CS-D) from
shark cartilage, but the antibody is unreactive with
other
glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs)
(25).
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) has
shown that this mAb detected increased level of WF6
epitope in serum samples from patients of OA and
rheumatoid arthritis (RA) (19) and in those of ovarian
cancer (20). The established specificity of the
antibody and its restricted distribution amongst CS
chains has suggested that the epitope is a specific
sequence found in some, but not all CS chains, and is
composed of sulfated disaccharides including A unit
[GlcUA1-3GalNAc(4-O-sulfate)],
C
unit
[GlcUA1-3GalNAc(6-O-sulfate)], and D unit
[GlcUA(2-O-sulfate)1-3GalNAc(6-O-sulfate)].
It
was thus important to determine its structure and to
understand if such sequences have specific biological
functions, as in the case of those recognized by other
anti-CS mAbs including CS-56 and MO-225 (11) as
well as anti-dermatan sulfate mAb 2A12 (12).
Several studies have investigated the
structure of CS chains on PGs from various tissues,
but comprehensive methods to determine sulfation
sequences do not exist. Progress has therefore been
made using mAbs directed to CS (26-29). The
epitopes recognized by such mAbs are either
sequences containing sulfated disaccharides in native
CS chains (14, 30, 31) or unnatural structures with
non-reducing terminal unsaturated uronic acid in the
chains, which are created by digestion with

chondroitinase ABC (32). The mAb WF6, which
recognizes a native epitope on CS chains (25), has
been found useful in investigating changes in
pathological conditions. These results have provided
evidence that the expression of the WF6 epitope
within CS-PGs is regulated and therefore the
generation of such sequences is not a consequence of
random sulfation. Characterization of the epitope is
thus essential to understand the biological function of
these specific chain sequences and the processes that
regulate their expression.
To define the key structural features of the
CS that are recognized by the mAb WF6, we have
isolated and characterized a range of variously sized
oligosaccharide fragments from CS-C of shark
cartilage and successfully defined two mimetope
octasaccharide sequences that are recognized by the
mAb. Furthermore, these octasaccharides were
analyzed by computer modeling and simulation to
reveal their common structural features. Previously
the effectiveness of molecular modeling was shown
(13). The most stable and the second best stable
conformations of the CS octasaccharides recognized
by mAbs CS-56, MO-225 and 473HD were very
similar with subtle energy difference, and were in
good agreement with the structure determined by
NMR spectroscopy. However, the accuracy of the
used geometry optimization at a classical mechanics
level is not sufficient for predicting intermolecular
interaction zones because charge values are fixed
even when a conformation change is brought about.
Therefore, in this study, intrinsic properties of the
octasaccharides recognized by mAb WF6 were
analyzed at a quantum mechanics level, which gives
much more accurate information. The stable
structures sampled and optimized adequately by
energy minimizations in force field calculations were
used as the initial structures in the semi-empirical
molecular orbital calculations to solve the electronic
structure. Thus, we could derive the intermolecular
interaction zones and ESP charges caused by the
zones, and reveal the critical zones in the
octasaccharide sequences. Comparison of the ESP
charges and zones of the preferred and non-preferred
octasaccharides successfully demonstrated the
common interaction zones and predicted the
molecular recognition mechanisms.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Materials-CS-C from shark cartilage and
chondroitinase ABC (EC 4.2.2.4) from Proteus
vulgaris were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO). 6-O-Sulfatase or 4-O-sulfatase were
purchased from Seikagaku Co. (Tokyo, Japan).
Bio-Gel P6 was from Bio-Rad (Redmond, CA).
Other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich,
Merck (Dermstadt, Germany), or Boehringer
Ingelheim Bioproducts (Heidelberg, Germany) unless
specified otherwise. The mAb WF6, which was
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produced using embryonic shark cartilage CS-PGs as
immunogen in mice (25), is an IgM mAb with
-light-chain and is reactive with the CS-PG in the
A1D1 fraction, derived from shark cartilage
(S-A1D1)(25). Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)
conjugated with the secondary antibody against
mouse IgM was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Shark
cartilage CS-antigens A1 and A1D1 fractions were
prepared and purified as previously reported (33).

2-aminobenzamide (2AB) was performed essentially
as described by Bigge et al. (36). Briefly, 0.1- 0.5
nmol of a given oligosaccharide was lyophilized in a
microcentrifuge tube. An aliquot (5 l) of a
derivatization reagent solution (0.35 M 2AB/0.1 M
NaCNBH4/30% (v/v) acetic acid in dimethyl
sulfoxide) was added to the oligosaccharide sample,
and the mixture was incubated at 65 oC for 2 h. The
derivatized oligosaccharide was purified by paper
chromatography using Whatman 3 MM paper in a
solvent system of butanol:ethanol:water (4:1:1,
v/v/v).

Preparation
and
Fractionation
of
CS
Oligosaccharide Fragments-The commercial CS-C
preparation from shark cartilage was partially
depolymerized by controlled digestion with
chondroitinase ABC. In brief, 1 g of CS-C was
digested with 5 units of the enzyme in 5 ml of 0.05 M
Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 0.06 M CH3COONa at
37 oC overnight. The digest was desalted on a short
column of Sephadex G-10 and fractionated on a
column (1.6 x 100 cm) of Bio-Gel P-6 in 0.2 M
ammonium acetate at a flow rate 15 ml/h. The lowest
molecular weight fraction (fraction C6), which
competed with the binding of WF6, was
subfractionated on a short MonoQ FPLC cartridge
column (5 ml) of strong anion exchange resin (SAX)
(Amersham Biosciences, Tokyo, Japan) with
detection at 232 nm. The yield of fraction C6 from 1
g of CS-C was 13 mg, and a portion (11 mg) was
used for the purification. Elution was carried out
using a linear gradient of LiClO4 from 0 to 0.25 M
over 30 min at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. One ml
fractions were collected. The subfractions were
desalted on a short PD-10 column of Sephadex G-25
(Amersham
Biosciences)
and
lyophilized.
Determination of the molecular mass of the
oligosaccharide in each subfraction was carried out
by MALDI-TOF MS, and quantitation was made by
the carbazole reaction for uronic acid using GlcUA as
a standard (34).

HPLC-The fractionation and analysis of unsaturated
oligosaccharides were performed by anion-exchange
HPLC on an amine-bound silica PA-03 column with
a linear gradient of NaH2PO4 at a flow rate of 1
ml/min at room temperature as described for the
separation of CS disaccharides and tetrasaccharides
(37). Eluates were monitored using an RF-10AXL
fluorometric detector (Shimadzu Co., Kyoto, Japan)
with excitation and emission wavelengths of 330 and
420 nm, respectively. Unsaturated oligosaccharides
(0.3 to 1.0 nmol aliquots) unlabeled with 2AB were
monitored by absorbance at 232 nm.
Strategy
for
Exo-sequencing
of
CS-C
Octasaccharide-Each octasaccharide fraction (30
picomoles) was derivatized with 2AB. The excess
2AB reagent was removed by paper chromatography
and an aliquot (5 picomoles) of the 2AB derivatized
octasaccharide fraction was digested with
chondroitinase ABC or AC-II, and analyzed by
anion-exchange HPLC on an amine-bound silica
column to identify the disaccharide units to be
released from the reducing side (Step one). Another
digest (5 picomoles) with chondroitinase ABC or
AC-II of each digest was labeled with 2AB again,
purified by paper chromatography, and analyzed by
anion-exchange HPLC to identify the disaccharide
units to be released from the non-reducing end and
the penultimate position of the octasaccharide (See
Scheme 1).

Delayed Extraction Matrix-assisted Laser Desorption
Ionization Time-of-flight Mass Spectrometry (DE
MALDI-TOF/MS)-DE
MALDI-TOF/MS
of
oligosaccharide fractions were acquired in a Voyager
DE-RP/Pro (PerSeptive Biosystems, Framingham,
MA) in a linear mode. Gentisic acid (Sigma-Aldrich)
was used as the matrix at a concentration of 1 mg/ml
in water. A synthetic peptide (Arg-Gly)15 was used as
a complexing agent to shield the negatively charged
groups of the sulfated oligosaccharides (35). An
aqueous solution of (Arg-Gly)15 (10 pmol/l) was
first mixed with 10 pmol of each oligosaccharide
fraction and then with 1 l of the matrix solution.
The mixture was placed on the probe surface, dried
under a stream of air and used for the measurement
of the spectrum.

Competitive ELISA for WF6-Purified shark aggrecan
aggregate (A1-fraction) was absorbed overnight on a
polystyrene Maxisorp® plate (Nunc, Roskilde,
Denmark) at 10 g/ml in 0.2 M NaHCO3, pH 9.6 in
100 L per well at room temperature. The wells were
washed 3 times with 0.2 M Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.4
and blocked with 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin
(BSA) in the Tris buffer for 1 h at 37 oC. The coated
wells were incubated with a mixture of mAb WF6
(1:20,000) with a standard (the A1D1 fraction of shark
cartilage aggrecan) or a sample in blocking reagent
for 1 h at 37 oC. For competition studies, mAb WF6
was preincubated with different GAGs (CS
polysaccharide or oligosaccharide) for 1 h at 37 oC at
various concentrations (see results) and added to the
immobilized the A1 fraction in the presence of

Derivatization of Reducing Oligosaccharides with
2-Aminobenzamide-The
derivatization
of
oligosaccharides
with
a
fluorophore
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soluble competitors. The plates were washed 3 times
with the Tris buffer and incubated for 1 h at 37 oC
with specific anti-mouse IgM (µ-chain) secondary
antibodies coupled with HRP diluted 2,000-fold in
the Tris buffer. After washing 3 times, the plates
were developed with ortho-phenylenediamine (Sigma
Aldrich). The colored reaction product was
quantified in an ELISA reader Titertek Multiscan
(Flow Laboratories, Mecklenheim, Germany) by
absorbance OD at 452 nm. Experiments were
performed in duplicate. The percent inhibition was
calculated as follows: % inhibition= 100 – [([ODtest –
ODblank]/ [ODcontrol-ODblank]) x 100].

Determination of Uronic Acid-GlcUA was
determined with a colorimetric assay using the
carbazole reaction (34) with GlcUA as a standard.
Unsaturated
uronic
acid
was
quantified
spectrophotometrically based on an average
millimolar absorption cofficient of 5.5 at 232 nm
(40).
Analysis of the Dihedral Angles of CS Disaccharides
determined at the Local Energy Minima-The dihedral
angles (, ) of a given CS disaccharide largely
determine its conformation. The dihedral angles (,
) of the local energy minima were calculated for the
five disaccharide subunits included in the above
octasaccharides: [GlcUA1-3GalNAc(4-O-sulfate),
GlcUA1-3GalNAc(6-O-sulfate),
GlcUA(2-O-sulfate)1-3GalNAc(6-O-sulfate),
GalNAc(4-O-sulfate)1-4GlcUA(2-O-sulfate), and
GalNAc(6-O-sulfate)1-4GlcUA]. The previous
study (13) had demonstrated that eight CS
disaccharide subunits had local energy minimum
conformations with roughly similar (, ) values
around (80°, 100°), (300°, 100°), (80°, 300°), and
(300°, 300°) in each adiabatic map (13). In this study,
to obtain the (, ) values of the local minimum
conformations of the above disaccharides, the
twenty-four conformations in each disaccharide in
the range of (40°-330°, 60°-330°) were chosen and
full geometry optimizations were performed using
the semi-empirical molecular orbital calculations
with the Accelrys Materials Studio’s module (URL:
http://www.accelrys.com/products/mstudio/) taking
the solvent effects into consideration. Likewise, the
dihedral angles of the disaccharide constituents of the
other CS octasaccharides were determined.

Derivatization of CS-derived Oligosaccharide with
Fluorescent Aminolipid-CS-C oligosaccharides were
coupled
to
N-aminoacetyl-N-(9-anthracenylmethyl)-1,2-dihexad
ecyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine
(ADHP),
synthesized
from
anthracenaldehyde
and
1,2-dihexadecyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine,
gives an intense fluorescence under UV light as
described previously (38). Briefly, a dried
oligosaccharide fraction (2 nmol as oligosaccharide)
was
mixed
with
6
nmol
ADHP
in
chloroform/methanol/water, 10:10:1 (v/v/v). The
reaction mixture was sonicated in a bath, heated at 60
o
C for 2 h. Tetrabutylammonium cyanoborohydride
(100 nmol in 2 l of methanol) was added, and after
sonication for 5 min, the mixture was incubated at 60
o
C for 72 h. The reaction mixture was dried in a
vacuum
concentrator,
and
dissolved
in
chloroform/methanol/water 25:25:8 (v/v/v), and
purified by thin layer chromatography in a solvent
system of chloroform/methanol/0.2 M CaCl2
(105:10:28, v/v/v) for oligosaccharide microarray
analysis.

Molecular Modeling and Computational AnalysesMolecular dynamics and semi-empirical molecular
orbital calculations were performed to explain the
biological
activity
of
the
four
isolated
oligosaccharides (C-A-D-C, C-C-C-C, C-C-A-D
and D-C-C-C). Their geometries were constructed
using the Accelrys Materials Studio’s module (URL:
http://www.accelrys.com/products/mstudio/),
and
their equilibrium structures were optimized by the
anneal dynamics consisting of a dynamics simulation,
where the temperature was periodically increased
from an initial temperature to a mid-cycle
temperature and back again to the initial temperature
using the Forcite module (41, 42). The anneal
dynamics optimizations were performed with the
temperature ramped from 300 to 500 K and the
annealing of 20 cycles using the Forcite universal
force field (41, 42). The equilibrium structures
derived from the anneal dynamics were used as the
starting structure in semi-empirical molecular orbital
calculations. All self-consistent field calculations
were converged to a root-mean-square change in the
density change of less than 1.0 x 10-5 hartree utilizing

CS Oligosaccharide Microarrays-The preparation of
CS-C oligosaccharide microarrays was carried out as
described previously (38) with slight modifications.
Briefly, CS-C oligosaccharides derivatized with the
fluorescent
lipid
were
dissolved
in
chloroform/methanol/0.2 M CaCl2 (105:10:28, v/v/v),
and applied onto a 0.45 m nitrocellulose membrane
(Bio-Rad) as 2 mm-width bands by jet spray using a
sample applicator (Linomat V, Camag, Switzerland)
at a spotting rate of 70 nl/sec. Each membrane was
blocked with 3% (w/v) BSA in PBS, pH 7.4 for 1 h
and overlaid with mouse IgM mAb WF6 diluted
500-fold) in 3% (w/v) BSA in PBS, pH 7.4 for 2 h.
The membranes were rinsed several times with 3%
(w/v) BSA in PBS, pH 7.4 and overlaid for 1 h with
anti-mouse IgM conjugated with HRP diluted
3,000-fold with 3% (w/v) BSA in PBS, pH 7.4. The
binding of the antibody was visualized using FAST
3,3’-diaminobenzidine (DAB-FAST, Sigma Aldrich)
according to the manufacturer’s instruction.
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the semi-empirical HF AM1 Hamiltonian and the
solvent effect modeled using the COnductor-like
Screening MOdel (COSMO) (43, 44) with the
dielectric constant of 78.54 (water solvation). Full
geometry optimizations were converged to a
root-mean-square change in the force change of less
than 1.0 kcal/mol/ Å using the VAMP module
(45-51). The optimized structure of the D-C-C-C
octasaccharide was also used as a template for
determination of the molecular superimposition. The
root mean square deviation (RMSD) was the measure
of the average distance between the backbones of
superimposed oligosaccharides. The ESP distribution
based on the Natural Atomic Orbital Point Charge
(NAO-PC) model (52) was calculated using the HF
AM1 semi-empirical molecular orbital method and
was fitted with the atomic point charges.

hydrodynamic sizes than fraction C6 (C7-C9)
showed only weak inhibitory activity (Fig. 1B). Thus,
the inhibitory activity of the subfractions decreased
with chain length. Based on these results, fraction
(C6) was subfractionated by strong anion-exchange
(SAX) chromatography on a MonoQ column (Fig.
2A), and five major subfractions (C6A-C6E) were
obtained by rechromatogarphy under the same
conditions (Table I). The yield of these fractions is
summarized in Table I. When the inhibitory activity
was compared amongst the SAX subfractions (tested
at 200 g uronic acid per sample), C6C gave the
strongest inhibition (75%) at 200 g, whereas C6D
and C6E were less inhibitory (33 and 58%,
respectively) (Fig. 2B). The direct binding to mAb
WF6 was determined with an oligosaccharide
microarray using the ADHP-labeled oligosaccharides.
Only fraction C6E showed direct binding (Fig. 2C),
suggesting that the mAb epitope was present only in
fraction C6E but not in C6A, C6B, C6C or C6D.

RESULTS
The WF6 Epitope Is Present in the CS Chains of
Aggrecan Isolated from Shark Cartilage-The
specificity of mAbWF6 was tested by competitive
ELISA with CS-PGs from shark cartilage as antigen.
Commercial preparations of CS-C containing
predominantly
C
disaccharide
unit
[GlcUA-GalNAc(6-O-sulfate)]
and
CS-D
characterized
by
D
unit
[GlcUA(2-O-sulfate)-GalNAc(6-O-sulfate)]
gave
50% inhibition at 100 and 1.1 g/ml, respectively.
Other GAGs including CS-A rich in A unit
[GlcUA-GalNAc(4-O-sulfate)], CS-E rich in E unit
[GlcUA-GalNAc(4, 6-O-disulfate)], dermatan sulfate
rich in iA unit [iduronic acid-GalNAc(4-O-sulfate)]
(53), hyaluronan and keratan sulfate showed no
significant inhibitory activity. Aggrecan-related
CS-PGs such as the shark cartilage A1D1 fraction
(S-A1D1) showed 50% inhibition at 0.60 g/ml,
whereas no significant inhibition was observed with
the aggrecan core protein (chondroitinase
ABC-digested aggrecan from porcine laryngeal
cartilage). Thus, the results confirmed that WF6
reacted with CS from different sources and suggested
that the specificity was for a sub-set of CS chains.
The reactivity was noted to be strongest with CS-D
chains rich in “D” disaccharide units.

Characterization of the Oligosaccharides in the SAX
Subfractions-The SAX-subfractions (C6A-C6E in
Fig. 2A) were labeled with a fluorophore 2AB for
sensitive detection, and their purity was examined by
anion-exchange HPLC on an amine-bound silica
PA-03 column (data not shown), which showed
50-80% purity of these fractions (Table I). The SAX
subfractions were also analyzed by MALDI-TOF MS,
which showed that fractions C6C, C6D and C6E
contained octasaccharides with four to six sulfate
groups (Table II), whereas fractions C6A and C6B
gave no signal for reasons unknown. The molecular
mass of the major compound in fraction C6E was
calculated to be 1,934 and 1,954 by subtracting the
m/z value of the protonated peptide (m/z 3,213.98)
from that of the protonated peptide/oligosaccharide
complex (m/z 5,142.27 and 5,223.88); this
corresponded to a pentasulfated octasaccharide and a
hexasulfated octasaccharide, respectively (Table II).
The results revealed that fraction C6C contained
predominantly tetrasulfated octasaccarides, whereas
fractions C6D and C6E were a mixture of tetra- and
pentasulfated octasaccharides and a mixture of pentaand hexasaulfated octasaccharides, respectively.
Disaccharide composition analysis of the fractions
C6A - C6E was also carried out after digestion with
chondroitinase ABC and subsequent labeling with
2AB followed by anion-exchange HPLC on an
amine-bound silica column. The results suggested
that the major components in fractions C6B to C6D
are composed mainly of C/C and minor A/A
disaccharide units, whereas the major component in
fraction C6E was most likely pentasaulfated
octasaccharide containing two C/C units and one
unit each of A or A and D or D disaccharide unit
(Table I). Since these fractions still were not
homogeneous, fractions C6C, C6D and C6E, which
showed the strong inhibitory activity against the
binding of the mAb WF6 to the CS-PGs, were

Fragmentation of CS-C and the Evaluation of the
Reactivity of the CS Oligosaccharides with the mAb
WF6-A partial digest of a commercial CS-C
preparation (1 g) with chondroitinase ABC (Fig. 1)
was fractionated by gel filtration on a column of
Bio-Gel P-6 into subfractions (C1-C9), which were
tested using samples containing up to 200 g of
uronic acid for inhibition of the binding of mAb WF6
to immobilized CS-PG aggregate from shark
cartilage (A1 fraction). At low concentrations
(samples containing 100 and 50 g uronic acid), the
subfractions C1-C6 showed considerable inhibitory
activity,
whereas
fractions
with
smaller
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subjected to anion-exchange HPLC for further
purification below.

anion-exchange HPLC (Scheme 1). Based on known
enzyme specificity (55, 56), chondroitinase AC-II
was predicted to degrade a 2AB-labeled unsaturated
octasaccharide into four disaccharides: one
2AB-labeled unsaturated disaccharide unit derived
from the reducing terminal and three unlabeled
unsaturated disaccharide units derived from the
non-reducing terminal and internal positions. In
contrast, chondroitinase ABC, which cannot digest a
2AB-labeled tetrasaccharide, was predicted to cleave
a 2AB-labeled unsaturated octasaccharide into one
2AB-labeled tetrasaccharide from the reducing
terminal and two unsaturated disaccharides from the
non-reducing terminal and the internal position (55,
56). Hence, digestion with chondroitinase AC-II was
used to reveal the reducing terminal disaccharide unit,
while chondroitinase ABC helped identify not only
the reducing terminal disaccharide but also the
disaccharide adjacent to the reducing terminal
disaccharide.
The 2AB-derivatized parent octasaccharide
gave a symmetrical peak on HPLC (Fig. 4A), and
was completely digested with chondroitinase ABC
(Fig. 4B). The resultant 2AB-labeled fragment was
eluted at the position of an authentic A-D
tetrasaccharide (Fig. 4B), and was co-eluted with the
authentic A-D (57) upon co-chromatography (data
not shown), suggesting that the tetrasaccharide
sequence on the reducing side is A-D. The
chondroitinase AC-II digest also yielded the A-D
tetrasaccharide (data not shown, Table IV). The
results are consistent with the recent finding that
chondroitinase AC-II does not cleave a
hexosaminidic linkage to a “D” disaccharide unit in
CS-C chains (55). Thus, a tetrasaccharide-2AB rather
than a disaccharide-2AB was generated from the
reducing terminal of the octasaccharide.
To determine the disaccharide units from the
non-reducing terminus and the internal position,
another portion (5 picomoles) of each digest of
2AB-labeled fraction C6Ep2 was derivatized with
2AB again, and analyzed by anion-exchange HPLC.
The results are summarized in Table V. The
chondroitinase ABC digest gave a peak of
2AB-labeled C and a peak of a 2AB-derivative of
tetrasaccharide (A-D) in a ratio of 2.06 : 1.00 (Fig.
4C), suggesting that both the non-reducing terminal
and the penultimate units are C. The chondroitinase
AC-II digest also gave similar results (Table V). A
small proportion of A detected in both the
chondroitinase ABC and AC-II digests was assumed
to be derived from a minor contaminant in fraction
C6Ep2. Based on all these results, it was concluded
that the sequence of the major octasaccharide in
fraction
C6Ep2
is
C-C-A-D
[HexUA1-3GalNAc(6S)1-4GlcUA1-3GalNAc(
6S)1-4GlcUA1-3GalNAc(4S)1-4GlcUA(2S)1-3
GalNAc(6S)] (Table III).

Extensive
Purification
and
Enzymatic
Characterization of the Major Octasaccharide
Subfractions
C6C-C6E-The
C6C-C6E
SAX-subfractions were further purified by
anion-exchange HPLC on an amine-bound silica
column. As shown in Fig. 3A and B, fractions C6C
and C6D yielded a major component C6Cp1 and
C6Dp1, respectively, which were eluted at the same
position, whereas fraction C6E gave three
subfractions C6Ep1, C6Ep2 and C6Ep3. The major
oligosaccharide in each fraction was characterized to
reveal the yield, purity and the disaccharide
composition (Table III). All fractions except C6Ep2
were found to be more than 95% pure, and they were
subjected to sequencing and assays for their
reactivity to the mAb WF6 as described below.
Sequencing of the Purified OligosaccharidesThe
sequencing of the major oligosaccharides in the
isolated fractions was achieved by the strategy
illustrated in Scheme 1 according to the method,
which has been successfully applied to the
sequencing of CS hexa- (37) and octasaccharides
(54-56). Upon disaccharide composition analysis
fractions C6Cp1 and C6Dp1 yielded only C,
suggesting that the major octasaccharide in both the
fractions was C-C-C-C. This may have resulted
from poor separation of a minor C6D fraction from
the major C6C fraction (Fig. 2A). The sequencing of
the major component in fraction C6Ep2 is described
below in detail with additional relevant information
for fractions C6Ep1 and C6Ep3.
Sequencing of the Major Oligosaccharide in Fraction
C6Ep2Disaccharide composition analysis of
fraction C6Ep2 was first performed after digestion
with chondroitinase ABC. The released disaccharides
were labeled with 2AB and analyzed by
anion-exchange HPLC on an amine-bound silica
column,
which
yielded
2AB-labeled
C
HexUA-GalNAc(6S),
A
HexUA-GalNAc(4S)
and
D
HexUA(2S)-GalNAc(6S) as major components in
a molar ratio of 2.04 : 0.78 : 1.00 (Table III), which
was consistent with the results obtained by
MALDI-TOF MS analysis. These results indicated
that the major component in fraction C6Ep2 was
composed of two C-units and one unit each of A and
D with one of the four units being unsaturated at the
non-reducing terminal.
To determine the sequence of these
disaccharides in the octasaccharide fraction, C6Ep2
(30 picomoles) was labeled with 2AB, purified by
paper chromatography to remove the derivatizing
reagents, and then an aliquot (5 picomoles) of the
2AB-labeled sample was subjected to digestion with
chondroitinase AC-II or ABC followed by
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Sequencing of the Major Oligosaccharide in Fraction
C6Ep1The same strategy was used to sequence the
major
oligosaccharide
in
fraction
C6Ep1.
Disaccharide composition analysis of fraction C6Ep1
showed C and D in a molar ratio of 3.17 : 1.00
(Table III), suggesting that the major component in
C6Ep1 was composed of three C-units and one
D-unit with one of the four units being unsaturated at
the non-reducing end. The 2AB-derivatized C6Ep1
was digested with chondroitinase ABC, and
anion-exchange HPLC analysis of the digest revealed
a 2AB-tagged C-C as a major tetrasaccharide
product (89%) with a minor 2AB-tagged D-C
(11%), which was eluted at the position of authentic
D-C (55, 58) (Table IV), suggesting the reducing
terminal sequence of C-C in the major octasaccharide
in C6Ep1. The identity of the disaccharide derived
from the non-reducing terminus was determined after
derivatizing the digest again with 2AB.
Anion-exchange HPLC of the 2AB-labeled
chondroitinase ABC digest gave 2AB-derivatives of
C, D and C-C in a molar ratio of 0.39 : 1.00 :
1.03, while the 2AB-labeled chondroitinase AC-II
digest gave C and D in a molar ratio of 2.50 : 1.00
(Table V). Thus, the results suggested two possible
octasaccharide sequences D-C-C-C and C-D-C-C,
but did not identify if it was C or D that was
located at the non-reducing terminus.
To resolve this question, exo-sequencing of
the major oligosaccharide in fraction C6Ep1 was
carried out taking advantage of the specificity of the
highly purified chondroitinase ABC preparation (see
“Experimental Procedures”), which only cleaves
disaccharides stepwise from the non-reducing
terminal (59). The 2AB-derivative of fraction C6Ep2
was first partially digested with the highly purified
enzyme preparation and a part of the digest was
analyzed by anion-exchange HPLC, which revealed
2AB-derivatives of the parent octasaccharide (85.0%)
and the hexasaccharide (15.0%) (Table IV). The
released 2AB-labeled hexasaccharide was identified
as 2AB-labeled ∆C-C-C since it co-eluted when
chromatographed with authentic 2AB-∆C-C-C
prepared previously (59) or by partial digestion of
2AB-labeled D-C-C-C (55) with chondroitinase ABC,
and was eluted approximately 1 min later than
authentic C-C-C hexasaccharide (60). To identify the
disaccharide derived from the non-reducing terminus,
a portion of the digest of 2AB-labeled C6Ep1 was
derivatized
with
2AB
again
and
the
labeled-oligosaccharide mixture was analyzed by
anion-exchange HPLC (Table V). The results
revealed a peak of 2AB-labeled D (5.9%) together
with peaks of 2AB-derivatives of C-C-C (14.4%)
and D-C-C-C (79.7%), suggesting that the
non-reducing terminal was D. Based on these
results, it was concluded that the sequence of the
major octasaccharide in fraction C6Ep1 is D-C-C-C
[HexUA(2S)1-3GalNAc(6S)1-4GlcUA1-3Gal

NAc(6S)1-4GlcUA1-3GalNAc(6S)1-4GlcUA13GalNAc(6S)] (Table III).
Sequencing of the Major Oligosaccharide in Fraction
C6Ep3Disaccharide composition analysis of
fraction C6Ep1 showed C, A and D in a molar
ratio of 2.12 : 1.00 : 0.65 (Table III), suggesting
that the major compound in fraction C6Ep3 was
composed of two C-units, one each of A-unit and
D-unit with one of the four units being unsaturated at
the non-reducing end. The 2AB-labeled C6Ep3 was
digested
with
chondroitinase
AC-II,
and
anion-exchange HPLC analysis of the digest revealed
2AB-tagged C as a sole 2AB-labeled product
(Table IV), suggesting that the reducing terminal
disaccharide is C-unit. Consistent with this result, a
chondroitinase ABC digest of the 2AB-derivatized
C6Ep3 yielded major 2AB-labeled D-C (88%) with
a minor product of 2AB-labeled C-C (12%) derived
from a minor octasaccharide in fraction C6Ep3
(Table IV). The results suggest the D-C
tetrasaccharide sequence on the reducing side of the
major octasaccaride. To examine the disaccharide
units at the non-reducing end and the penultimate
position, the chondroitinase ABC digest was labeled
with 2AB again and analyzed by HPLC, which
showed 2AB-derivatives of D-C, C and A in a
molar ratio of 1.00 : 1.00 : 0.77. The results
suggested two possible sequences A-C-D-C and
C-A-D-C as a major octasaccharide, but did not
discriminate between the two. Since the latter
sequence has been isolated from shark cartilage
CS-D (29), it was labeled with 2AB and
co-chromatographed with the 2AB-labeled C6Ep3 on
anion-exchange HPLC. The major 2AB-labeled
component in fraction C6Ep3 was co-eluted with
authentic 2AB-labeled C-A-D-C (data not shown).
Although A-C-D-C has never been isolated,
2AB-labeled C-A-D-C can most likely be separated
and discriminated from 2AB-labeled A-C-D-C in
view of the high resolution (Fig. 3) of the related but
distinct octasaccharide sequences. Based on these
results, it was concluded that the major component in
fraction
C6Ep3
was
C-A-D-C
[HexUA1-3GalNAc(6S)1-4GlcUA1-3GalNAc(
4S)1-4GlcUA(2S)1-3GalNAc(6S)1-4GlcUA1-3
GalNAc(6S)] (Table III).
Reactivity of the mAb WF6 Toward the Purified
Fractions
Containing
Structurally
Defined
Octasaccharides-Extensive fractionation yielded
relatively small amounts of the purified fractions
containing
the
structurally
defined
CS-C
octasaccharides (Table III). It has previously been
demonstrated that only one picomole of aminolipid
(ADHP) derivatives of CS/DS oligosaccharides,
when immobilized on a nitrocellulose membrane for
microarray, were sufficient for detection of specific
binding of anti-CS antibodies and other
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carbohydrate-binding proteins to CS oligosaccharide
chains (38). Therefore, the neoglycolipids of the
purified fractions C6Ep1 – C6Ep3 were prepared and
spotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane in a low
picomole range (approx. 2.5 pmol per spot). These
lipid derivatives were immobilized on the membrane
with similar efficiency, as assessed by the similar
fluorescent intensity given by each neoglycolipid
spot detected (Fig. 5, upper panel). WF6 reacted
preferentially with C6Ep1 and C6Ep2, which
contained ∆D-C-C-C and ∆C-C-A-D, respectively, as
a major component (Fig. 5, lower panel). Although
the two sequences (∆C-C-A-D) recognized by the
mAb have not previously been isolated,
octasaccharide fractions containing the corresponding
saturated counterpart sequences (D-C-C-C or
C-C-A-D) were individually isolated from shark
cartilage CS-C in a recent study (55). Hence, the
fraction VIIh2.2 containing C-C-A-D was also tested
to confirm the reactivity to WF6 (Fig. 5). Although
the two preferred sequences shared the C-C
tetrasaccharide sequnce, ∆C-C-C-C without D unit
was not recognized. It appeared that a rare D
disaccharide unit in the two reactive sequences may
play a critical role for the recognition by the mAb.
However, fraction C6Ep3 containing ∆C-A-D-C was
not recognized by the mAb, suggesting the
importance of specific sequences, which may share a
common conformation. To clarify this point and to
exclude a slight possibility that a minor component in
each fraction was reactive to the mAB, molecular
modeling studies were performed below to analyze
the 3D structures or conformations as well as the
molecular shapes of the isolated octasaccharide
sequences.

GalNAc(6S)-GlcUA and GalNAc(4S)-GlcUA(2S)
may take four, because the energy barriers among
these local minima are so low. This trend is very
similar to that found in the previous study (13) for the
stable conformations of the related CS disaccharides,
although the range of the dihedral angles obtained in
the present study is wider. The (, ) values of the
disaccharide constituents in the four octasaccharide
sequences were also determined by full geometry
optimizations (Table VIB), and showed: (285°±28°,
108°±47°) for GlcUA-GalNAc(6S); (287°±5°,
117°±9°) for GlcUA-GalNAc(4S); (286°±6°,
112°±18°) for GlcUA(2S)-GalNAc(6S); (288°±23°,
237°±30°)
and
(274°±14°,
73°±27°)
for
GalNAc(6S)-GlcUA; and (298°±1°, 241°±5°) for
GalNAc(4S)-GlcUA(2S). However, a local minimum
conformation was not found around the (, ) values
of (80°, 300°), where GalNAc(6S)-GlcUA and
GalNAc(4S)-GlcUA(2S) showed local minimum
conformations in the previous study of the CS
disaccharide system (13).
Thus, three or four conformations in the
energy local minima were predicted for each CS
disaccharide, whereas the full geometry optimization
of the octasaccharide sequences identified one or two
most stable conformations for the individual
disaccharide constituents. These results suggest that
the conformation of the CS octasaccharides may be
more restricted than that of the individual CS
disaccharides. This may be caused by intramolecular
interactions among the disaccharide constituents in
the octasaccharide sequence. Therefore, the analysis
of the conformation of the individual disaccharides is
useful, but not sufficient to predict the conformation
of larger oligosaccharides composed of the
disaccharide units. Therefore, the whole of each
octasaccharide sequence was simulated using the
potentially more accurate molecular orbital
calculation method.

Comparison of the Dihedral Angles (, ) in the Five
Disaccharide Subunits Included in the Four Isolated
Octasaccharides- First of all, the (, ) values of the
disaccharides in the local energy minima were
determined by full geometry optimizations at the
quantum mechanics level (Table VIA). The (, )
values revealed the most stable conformation around
(80°, 100°) and (300°, 100°). The maximum
difference in the formation energy among the three
stable local minimum conformations was 1.2
kcal/mol for GlcUA-GalNAc(6S), 1.1 kcal/mol for
GlcUA-GalNAc(4S),
2.9
kcal/mol
for
GlcUA(2S)-GalNAc(6S),
0.5
kcal/mol
for
GalNAc(6S)-GlcUA, and 3.5 kcal/mol for
GalNAc(4S)-GlcUA(2S). However, the maximum
difference in the formation energy among the
conformations in the four local energy minima for
GlcUA-GalNAc(6S),
GlcUA-GalNAc(4S),
GlcUA(2S)-GalNAc(6S), GalNAc(6S)-GlcUA, and
GalNAc(4S)-GlcUA(2S), was 7.3, 11.8, 7.0, 1.1, and
4.5 kcal/mol, respectively. Therefore, these results
suggest
that
GlcUA-GalNAc(6S),
GlcUA-GalNAc(4S), and GlcUA(2S)-GalNAc(6S)
may take at least three conformations, whereas

Comparison of the Three-dimensional Structures of
the Four Isolated Octasaccharides-The results from
the geometry optimizations of the four isolated
octasaccharides (C-A-D-C, C-C-C-C, C-C-A-D
and D-C-C-C) showed the structures predicted by
semi-empirical molecular orbital calculations (Fig. 6).
The predicted 3D models of the preferred and
non-preferred octasacharides are slightly different.
As shown in Fig. 7, the superimposed structures of
the predicted structural models showed that the
conformations of D-C-C-C and C-C-A-D are
dissimilar in spite of the preference by the mAb WF6,
but those of D-C-C-C recognized and C-C-C-C,
which is not recognized by the mAb, are similar. The
calculated RMSD between the backbones of the
superimposed octasaccharides was as follows: 4.898
Å for D-C-C-C vs C-C-A-D; 4.929 Å for
D-C-C-C vs C-A-D-C, 4.033 Å for D-C-C-C vs
C-C-C-C; 0.369 Å for C-C-A-D vs C-A-D-C,
6.693 Åfor C-C-A-D vs C-C-C-C. These results
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both the D unit of D-C-C-C and the C1 unit of
C1-C2-A-D showed large negative net charges in
each octasaccharide. In D-C-C-C the 2-O-sulfate of
the D unit had net charges of -1.42. In C1-C2-A-D,
the value for the 6-O-sulfate of the C1 unit had
-1.84 and those for the 2-O-sulfate and 6-O-sulfate of
the D unit were -1.54 and -1.36, respectively. For
C-A-D-C, C unit had a smaller negative net
charge (-0.87) when compared with those of the
non-reducing terminal units of preferred D-C-C-C
and C1-C2-A-D. The negative net charges of the
sulfate groups for C-C-C-C were small (-0.18 ~
-1.17) and diffuse, which reduces the intensity of the
electronegative zones and appears to weaken the
recognition by the mAb WF6. Thus, these results
suggest the involvement of the sulfate groups on both
ends of the preferred octasaccharides in the
recognition by WF6.
The polar carboxy group of the C2 unit in
1
2
D-C -C -C3 and that of the D unit in C-C-A-D
also had large negative net charges of -1.64 and -1.45,
respectively. In strong contrast, all the carboxy
groups of the non-preferred octasaccharides,
C-A-D-C and C-C-C-C, had positive net charges.
Thus, a large negative net charge was revealed on the
carboxy groups in the electronegative zones of the
preferred octasaccharides, but not on any carboxy
groups of the non-preferred octasaccharides. These
results strongly suggest the critical roles of the
carboxy group of the C2 unit of D-C1-C2-C3 and that
of the D unit of C-C-A-D for the recognition by the
mAb in addition to the sulfate groups on both ends of
the octasaccharides.

comparing the simple 3D structures or conformations
did not reasonably explain the common recognition
of the preferred octasaccharides, D-C-C-C and
C-C-A-D, by the mAb WF6. Hence, further
analysis was used to compare the ESP distribution for
the four isolated octasaccharide sequences to
investigate in more detail their molecular shape and
charge.
Comparison of the ESP Distribution Maps of the
Four Isolated Octasaccharides-The ESP distribution,
which influences the recognition by the mAb, was
calculated based on the NAO-PC model for the four
isolated octasaccharide sequences (52), and is
displayed in Fig. 8. The ESP distribution showed the
electronegative zones for both the sulfate groups and
the carboxy groups having the negative clouds of the
oxygen atoms and these zones would interact directly
with the mAb. Interestingly, the ESP distribution
maps have revealed that the electronegative zones of
the preferred octasaccharides (D-C-C-C and
C-C-A-D) have similar shapes (Figs. 8A and 8B),
but the non-preferred C-C-C-C has a distinct shape
(Fig. 8D). Although C-C-A-D, which is recognized
by WF6, has a certain similarity to C-A-D-C (Fig.
8C) in terms of the ESP distribution, the
electronegative zones of D-C-C-C and C-C-A-D
were slightly different from that of C-A-D-C when
both ends of these octasaccharides were compared.
Another similar feature is that the shapes of the
electronegative zones of D-C-C-C and C-C-A-D
are spread over the non-reducing terminal of the
octasaccharides in contrast to those of C-A-D-C and
C-C-C-C. Thus, the comparison of the ESP
distribution maps identified the structural features,
which were common to the preferred octasaccharides
and distinguished them from the non-preferred
octasaccharides.

DISCUSSION
CS chains are heterogeneous in detailed
composition, particularly regarding the sulfate
content and sulfation pattern as recently revealed by
sequencing of a number of oligosaccharides isolated
from shark cartilage CS-C (55). It is therefore
interesting to define the specific CS structure
required for the recognition by this mAb. In this
study we have purified and characterized four CS
octasaccharide sequences. Among the four sequences,
C-C-C-C and C-A-D-C (29) as well as their
saturated counterparts (C-C-C-C and C-A-D-C) (55)
have been isolated previously from shark cartilage
CS-D and CS-C, respectively, after digestion with
chondroitinase ABC or testicular hyaluronidase.
Although neither ∆D-C-C-C nor ∆C-C-A-D have
been reported, their saturated counterparts (D-C-C-C
and C-C-A-D) have recently been isolated (55).
Among them, two separate octasaccharide sequences
(∆D-C-C-C and ∆C-C-A-D) were specifically
recognized by the mAb WF6, and identified as the
minimal CS motifs for interaction with WF6.
Interestingly anti-CS mAbs such as MO-225, CS-56,
LY-111, 2H6 and 473HD or anti-dermatan sulfate
mAb 2A12, which were produced by murine

Mulliken and ESP Charges of the Sulfate and
Carboxy Groups-The Mulliken population analysis
(61) of the charge distributions is the simple and
most familiar method to count electrons associated
with an atom, and was used for the analysis of the
four octasaccharides here. However, nearly constant
negative values were obtained for the Mulliken
atomic charges of the four carboxy groups in each
octasaccharide sequence as shown in Table VIIIA,
and did not account for the difference in the
molecular recognition by the mAb WF6. Therefore,
ESP charge values were calculated. ESP atomic point
charges have contributions from both the nuclei and
electrons unlike the Mulliken atomic charges, which
reflect only the charge distributions (62). For a
quantitative analysis of ESP distributions, ESP
atomic point charges of sulfate groups and carboxy
groups, which make large contributions in the ESP
distribution maps. The results are summarized in
Tables VII and VIIIB. The polar sulfate groups of
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hybridomas also have recently been demonstrated to
interact with multiple hexa-, octa- or decasaccharide
sequences derived from shark cartilage CS-C, shark
cartilage CS-D, squid cartilage CS-E or acidian
dermatan sulfate (11, 12, 55, 56). It has recently been
demonstrated that a single chain phage display
antibody GD3G7 also interacts with multiple
decasaccharide sequences isolated from squid
cartilage CS-E (63). Although the octasaccharides
and the saturated counterparts (D-C-C-C and
C-C-A-D), which were recognized by WF6, were
isolated in this and previous studies (55) from shark
cartilage CS chains, the epitopes are present in
humans as elevated levels of the epitopes have been
detected by WF6 in sera from patients with
osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis (19) and ovarian
cancers (20).
In view of the findings that the
above-described antibodies, including WF6, interact
with multiple oligosaccharides containing similar yet
distinct sequences, we used molecular modeling to
investigate possible common features shared by the
preferred octasaccharides and absent from the
non-preferred octasaccharides. The comparison of the
structures and sequences of both the two preferred
and two non-preferred CS octasaccharides by
computer modeling revealed little similarity in the
3D structures or the conformations, but there was
considerable similarity in the shapes of the ESP
distribution. This appeared to explain their similarity
in the binding to the mAb WF6, detected using the
oligosaccharide microarray, where ∆D-C-C-C and
∆C-C-A-D showed binding to WF6, but ∆C-C-C-C
and ∆C-A-D-C did not (Figs. 6 and 7).
Since hexasaccharides were less inhibitory
against the binding of WF6 to CS-PGs (Fig. 1B),
there is a clear need for the octasaccharide size for
optimal binding. The terminal uronic acid residue in
each one of the two preferred octasaccharides is
unsaturated and an unnatural structure, which is not
present in the immunogen or native CS chains.
However, the unsaturated uronic acid residue in each
octasaccharide is clearly recognized partially by WF6,
as evidenced by the recognition of the 2-O-sulfate
group on this residue (Figs. 8A and 8B). In addition
the reducing terminal GalNAc residue in ∆D-C-C-C
and that in ∆C-C-A-D were chemically conjugated
with an artificial aminolipid ADHP and thus
converted to an unnatural structure. However, the
6-O-sulfate group on the GalNAc residue of the C3
unit of ∆D-C1-C2-C3 and the 6-O-sulfate group on the
GalNAc residue of the D unit of ∆C-C-A-D were
also recognized by WF6 (Figs. 8A and 8B). Thus, it
appears that the sulfate groups on the uronic acid and
GalNAc derivatives with unnatural saccharide
structures are involved in the recognition by the mAb,
and the octasaccharide backbones act as platforms to
present the critical sulfate groups.
The ESP distributions of D-C-C-C and
C-C-A-D, which were recognized by WF6, were

very similar (Fig. 8), suggesting that the feature of
the recognition by WF6 depends on the
electronegative zone shape of the octasaccharides.
The RMSD from the average distance between the
backbones were not much different in the preferred
and non-preferred octasaccharides (Fig. 7),
suggesting that the orientation of the sulfate groups
and the carboxy groups of the uronic acid residues
rather than the sequences of the oligosaccharides
influenced the ESP distribution and defines the zone
shape. Although the preferred octasaccharides
(D-C-C-C and C-C-A-D) have a D unit and a C-C
tetrasaccharide in the reverse order, they have similar
distribution of the zone shape. The theoretical
calculations, based on the shape of the ESP maps of
D-C-C-C and C-C-A-D, suggest that the WF6
binding site has a small hydrophilic pocket located on
both sides and a large hydrophilic pocket located in
the center (Fig. 8). Therefore, it seems that
C-C-C-C lacking all these pockets was not
recognized. However, C-A-D-C has some similarity
to the two preferred octasaccharides, and therefore
may be partially recognized by WF6, but the binding
force may be weak.
Recent studies (11, 13) on the specificity of
anti-CS mAbs MO-225 and CS-56 using several
structurally defined octasaccharide sequences have
revealed the recognition of not only a common
conformation but also the electrostatic feature shared
by multiple different octasaccharide sequences by
each mAb (11). The conformation analyses on these
sequences (13) were performed using 1H-NMR
spectroscopy and energy minimization of molecular
simulation in the classical mechanics level. The
inter-residual distances observed in the NOESY
spectrum were in good agreement with the distances
calculated in the model for C-A-D-C, suggesting
that it is easier for the low energy conformers to be
taken in vitro. In addition, the charge and
electrostatic potential analyses demonstrated that the
negative charges are clustered in restricted areas,
especially D unit, and the preferred conformers take
the advantage to display negative charges in the
center of the sequences when flexibility was taken
into account. In the present study, we performed the
full geometry optimizations for the initial geometries
of the four isolated octasaccharides by molecular
dynamics calculations including the solvent effect,
and then calculated the ESP distribution based on the
NAO-PC model. The semi-empirical molecular
orbital calculation, which is much more accurate than
the charge and electrostatic potential analyses
previously used, revealed new electrostatic features
that the preferred octasaccharides have a similar
electronegative zone shape, which is caused by the
orientation and the negative charges of the oxygen
atoms of the sulfate groups and the carboxy groups.
Based on these results, we could predict three
candidates for the WF6 binding sites in the center
and at both ends of each preferred octasaccharide
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sequence, to substantiate and extend the previous
findings for the anti-CS mAbs MO-225 and CS-56
(13) that the exo-cyclic negatively charged tails play
an important role caused by the negative charges of
the oxygen atoms of the carboxy groups and the
sulfate groups with classical ESP. Furthermore, the
computational simulations in the present study
clearly demonstrated that the octasaccharides having
the large negative net charges (less than -1.30) of
both the sulfate groups and the carboxy groups could
be recognized by the mAb. In the case of
D-C1-C2-C3, the 2-O-sulfate on the D unit, the
6-O-sulfate on the C3 unit and the carboxy group on
the C2 unit are particularly important, whereas in the
case of C1-C2-A-D,the 6-O-sulfate of the C1
unit, the 2-O- and 6-O-sulfate groups and the carboxy
group on the D unit are critical. Thus, the present
study has suggested for the first time the importance
of assessing the magnitude and sign of the atomic
point charges on ESP to reveal the critical functional
groups in the molecular recognition of sulfated
oligosaccharides by monoclonal antibodies.

As demonstrated in this study, the quantum
chemical approach brings a more complete analysis
of the various conformations and electrostatic
properties of CS oligosaccharides compared with
classical mechanics methods. This approach will
enable future studies to address the complex
problems presented by the dynamic behavior of sugar
structures using QM/MM combined ab initio
calculation and molecular dynamics simulation and
will give a deeper understanding of the relationships
amongst conformations, electrostatic properties and
motion of GAG oligosaccharides, which determine
their in vivo functions.
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FIGURE LEGENDS
Fig. 1. Fractionation of a partial chondroitinase digest of a commercial CS-C preparation from shark
cartilage by size exclusion chromatography and the reactivity of the fractions with the mAb WF6. A, The
partial chondroitinase ABC digest of a commercial CS-C preparation was chromatographed on a column (1.6 x
90 cm) of Bio-Gel P-6 using 0.2 M ammonium acetate as eluent. Fractions (2.0 ml) were monitored by
absorbance at 232 nm. Fractions C1 to C9 were pooled as indicated and dialyzed against water. B, Each peak
obtained in panel A was assayed for its inhibitory activity by competitive ELISA against the binding of mAb
WF6 to the shark aggrecan aggregate (A1 fraction) using the sample corresponding to 200 g (filled bar), 100
g (grey bar) or 50 g (open bar) of uronic acid. All values represent the mean + S.D. from three independent
experiments in duplicate. The percent inhibition was calculated as follows: % Inhibition = 100 – [([ODtest –
ODblank]/ [ODcontrol-ODblank]) x 100].
Fig. 2. Subfractionation of the oligosaccharide fraction C6 by strong anion-exchange (SAX) FPLC. A, The
oligosaccharide fraction C6 obtained by gel filtration (Fig. 1A) was subfractionated by strong anion-exchange
(SAX) FPLC on a monoQ cartridge column using a linear gradient of LiClO4. Subfractions were collected at the
peaks indicated by A-E. B, The reactivity of the oligosaccharide subfractions obtained in panel A with the mAb
WF6 was evaluated by competitive ELISA against the binding of the mAb WF6 to the immobilized CS-PG
aggrecan preparation (A1 fraction) from shark cartilage. The assays were carried out using the samples
equivalent to 200 g (filled bar) or 100 g of uronic acid (open bar). All values represent the mean + S.D. from
three independent experiments in duplicate. The percent inhibition was calculated as in Fig. 1. C, Demonstration
of the direct binding of the mAb WF6 to the oligosaccharides in the SAX subfractions by oligosaccharide
microarray. The ADHP-derivatized SAX subfractions (6A-6E) were derivatized with a fluorescent lipid ADHP
as described in “Experrimenral Procedures”, spotted on a nitrocellulose membrane (1.0 pmol/spot) and probed
with mAb WF6. The immobilization of the oligosaccharides was detected by fluorescence under UV light, and
the binding of WF6 was detected by HRP-conjugated mouse anti-IgM and DAB.
Fig. 3. Purification of the octasaccharide subfractions C6C, C6D and C6E by anion-exchange HPLC. The
SAX subfractions of CS-C octasaccharides (C6C, C6D and C6E), which were obtained by monoQ FPLC (Fig.
2A), were further subfractionated individually by anion-exchange HPLC on an amine-bound silica column using
elution by a linear gradient of Na2HPO4. The peaks C6Cp1, C6Dp1, and C6Ep1-C6Ep3 were collected as
indicated.
Fig. 4. Chondroitinase ABC digestion of fraction C6Ep2. The 2AB-derivative of fraction C6Ep2 was
analyzed before (panel A) and after digestion (panel B) with chondroitinase ABC by anion-exchange HPLC on
an amine-bound silica column using a linear gradient of NaH 2PO4 from 16 mM to 1.0 M over 90 min. The
chondroitinase ABC digest was labeled with 2AB again, and analyzed (C) to identify the disaccharide units
from the non-reducing terminal and the internal position. The elution positions of authentic unsaturated
2AB-labeled disaccharides are indicated in the top panel by arrows. a, O; b, C; c, A; d, D; e, E; f, T; g,
authentic tetrasaccharide A-D (57). The open arrow indicates the major octasaccharide in fraction C6Ep2.
Fig. 5. Oligosaccharide microarray analysis of binding of WF6 to the isolated octasaccharide fractions.
Fractions C6E1-C6Ep3 purified by anion-exchange HPLC (Fig. 3) were derivatized with fluorescent aminolipid
ADHP together with authentic C-C-A-D (55), spotted on a nitrocellulose membrane (5.0 picomoles/spot) for
fluorescence detection, and then probed with mAb WF6, followed by detection with mouse anti-IgM conjugated
with HRP and DAB.
Fig. 6. Optimized structures of the isolated CS octasaccharides by computational analysis. Optimized
structures were drawn by stick-model and solvent surface (see “Experimental Procedures”). A, D-C-C-C
(preferred); B, C-C-A-D (preferred); C, C-A-D-C (non-preferred); D, C-C-C-C (non-preferred).
Fig. 7. Superimposed structures of the preferred and non-preferred CS octasaccharides. A, D-C-C-C
(red) and C-C-A-D (yellow); B, D-C-C-C (red) and C-A-D-C (yellow); C, D-C-C-C (red) and C-C-C-C
(yellow); D, C-C-A-D (red) and C-A-D-C (yellow); E, C-C-A-D and C-C-C-C. Structures were generated
and optimized as described in “Experimental Procedures”.
Fig. 8. Calculated ESP distribution of the isolated CS octasaccharides. ESP distribution was calculated for
each isolated octasaccharide, and the electronegative zone (yellow) and electropositive zone (blue) are shown. A,
D-C-C-C (preferred); B, C-C-A-D (preferred); C, C-A-D-C (non-preferred); D, C-C-C-C (non-preferred).
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The predicted binding sites of the two octasaccharide sequences, D-C-C-C and C-C-A-D, which are
recognized by WF6, are indicated by red circles in A and B. The iso-values are 0.6 eV for the iso-surface of the
electropositive zone and -0.6 eV for that of the electronegative zone.
Scheme 1. Strategy for exo-sequencing of CS-C octasaccharides.
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Table I
The yield, purity and disaccharide composition of the subfractions of C6
obtained by SAX FPLC
SAX
Subfraction
C6A
C6B
C6C
C6D
C6E
a

Yield a
(mg)
1.0
1.9
2.9
1.0
2.0

Purity (%)b
65.6
49.8
80.7
53.5
82.2

Disaccharides formed (mole %)
Unsaturated
△O (12), △C (76), △A (10)
△O (1), △C (82), △A (17)
△C (88), △A ( 12)
△C (80), △A ( 19.3 ), △D (1.4)
△O (2.6), △C (55), △A (26), △D (17)

One gram of CS-C was partially digested with chondroitinase ABC and 13 mg of fraction C
was obtained by gel filtration (Fig. 1A). Eleven mg of fraction C was subfractionated by
SAX FPLC (Fig. 2A) and the yields of the subfractions are shown.

b

The percent purity was calculated based on the peak area of the major peak area on the
HPLC chromatogram.

c

The abbreviations used: ∆O unit, HexUA1-3GalNAc; ∆A unit, HexUA1-3GalNAc(4S); ∆C
unit, HexUA1-3GalNAc(6S); ∆D unit, HexUA(2S)1-3GalNAc(4S).
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Table II
MALDI-TOF MS analysis of the subfractions of C6 obtained by SAX HPLC
Oligosaccharides (m/z)b
Fractions

Mass Observed
For the Complex

Observed
massc

Theoretical
Massd

Deduced sugar and sulfate
Composition

C6Aa

No signal

C6B

No signal

C6C

5062.73

1,844.73

1,836

HexUA4HexNAc4(SO3H)4

C6D

5062.45
5155.91

1844.45
1937.91

1,836
1,938

HexUA4HexNAc4(SO3H)4
HexUA4HexNAc4(SO3H)4 SO3Na

C6E

5142.57
5234.88

1924.57
2016.88

1,916
2,018

HexUA4HexNAc4(SO3H)5
HexUA4HexNAc4(SO3H)5 SO3Na

a

Each oligosaccharide fraction (10 pmol) was mixed with an equimolar amount of a basic
peptide (Arg-Gly)15 followed by mixing with a matrix gentisic acid, and the spectrum was
recorded in a positive ion mode.

b

The m/z value of the protonated 1:1 complex of each oligosaccharide and the basic peptide
(Arg-Gly)15.

c

The observed mass of each oligosaccharide obtained by subtracting the value of the
protonated peptide (3,218) from the protonated 1:1 complex.

d

The theoretical mass calculated for each deduced structure.
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Table III
The yield, purity and disaccharide composition of the subfractions of C6C, C6D and C6E
obtained by SAX HPLC
Yielda
Purityb
Disaccharides formedc
Possible
sequenced
(nmol)
(%)
(mole %)
C6Cp1a
43.8
95
∆C-C-C-C
∆C (100)
C6Dp1
7.0
100
∆C-C-C-C
∆C (100)
C6Ep1
9.4
100
∆D-C-C-C
∆C (76), ∆D (24)
C6Ep2
10.0
68
∆C-C-A-D
∆C (71), ∆D (16), ∆A (13)
∆C-A-D-C
C6Ep3
11.8
100
∆C (55), ∆D (17), ∆A (26)
a
Fractions C6C (100 nmol), C6D (25 nmol) and C6E (35 nmol) were individually subjected to
Subfraction

anion-exchange HPLC (Fig. 3) and the amounts of the purified fractions quantified by absorbance at
232 nm are shown.
b

Each fraction was labeled with 2AB, purified by paper chromatography (12) and examined for its
purity by anion-exchange HPLC on an amine-bound silica column. The percent purity was
calculated based on the peak area on the chromatogram.

c

Disaccharide analysis was performed after digestion with chondroitinase ABC and subsequent
labeling with 2AB followed by anion-exchange HPLC (For details, see “Experimental Procedures”).

d

For the sequencing of the major octasaccharide in each fraction, see the text.
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Table IV
Reducing terminal di-and tetrasaccharide released from 2AB-derivatized octasaccharides by
digestion with chondroitinase AC-II or ABCa
Fractions

a

C6Cp1

Chondroitinase AC-II
Chondroitinase ABC
2AB-labeled unsaturated saccharides detected (mole%)
∆C (82), ∆A (11), ∆D (7)
∆C-C (100)

C6Ep1

∆C (100)

∆C-C (89), ∆D-C (11)
[∆C-C-C (15), ∆D-C-C-C (85)]b

C6Ep2

∆A-D (100)

∆A-D (100)

C6Ep3

∆C (100)

∆C-C (12), ∆D-C (88)

Each fraction was labeled with 2AB, purified by paper chromatography to remove excess
2AB-derivatizing reagents and was digested separately with chondroitinase AC-II or ABC.
Each digest was analyzed by anion-exchange HPLC on an amine-bound silica column to
determine the reducing terminal sequences of the major and minor components in each
fraction.

b

2AB-labeled C6Ep1 was partially digested with a highly purified chondroitinase ABC
preparation (see Experimental Procedures”), and analyzed as described above.
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Table V
Di- and tetrasaccharides released from 2AB-derivatized octasaccharides by chondroitinase
AC-II and ABC
Each octasaccharide fraction was labeled with 2AB at the reducing terminal and was digested
separately with chondroitinase AC-II or ABC. After the digest was further labeled with 2AB,
the 2AB-labeled oligosaccharides were purified to remove excess 2AB-derivatizing reagents,
and then analyzed by anion-exchange HPLC on an amine-bound silica column.
Fractions

Chondroitinase AC-II

C6Cp1

2AB-labeled unsaturated saccharides detected (mole%)
a
∆C (86) , ∆A (9), ∆D (3), ∆E (2)
∆C (42), ∆C-C (58)

C6Ep1

∆C (71), ∆D (29)

∆C (15), ∆D (38), ∆C-C (39), ∆D-C (5),
∆D-A (3)
[∆D (6), ∆C-C-C (14), ∆D-C-C-C (80)]b

C6Ep2

∆C (66), ∆A (2), ∆A-D (32)

∆C (65), ∆A (4), ∆A-D (31)

C6Ep3

∆C (65), ∆A (18), ∆D (17)

∆C (35), ∆A (27), ∆C-C (3), ∆D-C (35)

a

Chondroitinase ABC

Di- or tetrasaccharide units in bold letters indicate the major component released by each
digestion.

b

2AB-labeled C6Ep1 was partially digested by a highly purified chondroitinase ABC
preparation (see “Experimental Procedures”), and analyzed as described above for
identification of the ∆C-C-C product (see the text).
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Table VI
(A) Optimized dihedral angles of the disaccharides in the local energy minima
GlcUA-GalNAc(6S)
GlcUA-GalNAc(4S)
GlcUA(2S)-GalNAc(6S)
GalNAc(6S)-GlcUA
GalNAc(4S)-GlcUA(2S)
φ
ψ
FE/kcal/mol
φ
ψ
FE/kcal/mol
φ
ψ
FE/kcal/mol
φ
ψ
FE/kcal/mol
φ
ψ
FE/kcal/mol
70 99
-846.3 93 147
-838.7 69 109
-1099.4 63 89
-836.7 58 79
-1093.3
281 78
-846.6 276 127
-838.3 295 114
-1102.1 301 92
-845.6 303 94
-1097.8
72 310
-839.3 86 302
-326.9 68 314
-1095.1 50 238
-846.5 53 236
-1096.2
279 262
-845.4 274 289
-837.6 260 282
-1099.2 301 241
-846.2 254 214
-1094.3

Twenty-four initial conformations were chosen for each CS disaccharide in the range of (40°-330°, 60°-330°) and then full geometry
optimizations were performed using the semi-empirical molecular orbital calculations taking the solvent effects into account. The results
obtained for all the twenty-four conformations of each CS disaccharide are summarized in Supplemental Table S1. The (, ) values and
the formation energies in the local energy minima around (80°, 100°), (300°, 100°), (80°, 300°), and (300°, 300°) (ref. 13), have been used
for Table VIA. FE stands for the formation energy.
(B) Optimized dihedral angels (, ) of the disaccharide constituents in the four octasaccharide sequences
8-7
ΔCADC
ΔCCAD
ΔCCCC
ΔDCCC

φ
270
291
272
279

7-6
ψ
78
120
140
85

φ
283
298
260
288

6-5
ψ
244
243
56
90

φ
292
284
263
274

5-4
ψ
107
98
59
139

φ
296
282
304
311

4-3
ψ
246
247
240
267

φ
292
281
276
292

3-2
ψ
130
126
77
86

φ
282
299
272
265

2-1*
ψ
249
236
208
207

φ
272
279
257
312

ψ
129
94
60
155

The individual octasaccharides were modeled based on the information about the dihedral angels of the constituent
disaccharides according to the previous study (13) using Accelrys Materials Studio’s module, and about one hundred
conformations in the local energy minima were obtained for each octasaccharide to search for the global minimum using the
anneal dynamics optimization with the Forcite module. A full geometry optimization was then performed for the global
minimum conformation as the initial geometry, using the semi-empirical molecular orbital method to obtain the final
conformation of each octasaccharide.
*Eight sugar residues of each octasaccharide sequence have been numbered 1 to 8 from the reducing end as in ref. 13.
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Table VII
Atomic point charges on ESP of the sulfate groups of the four isolated CS octasaccharides
Sequence
DCCC
DCCC
DCCC
DCCC

S
(2S)
+8.27
-

O1
(2S)
-3.00
-

O2
(2S)
-3.34
-

O3
(2S)
-3.35
-

Sum
(2S)
-1.42
-

S
(4S)
-

O1
(4S)
-

O2
(4S)
-

O3
(4S)
-

Sum
(4S)
-

S
(6S)
+4.45
+7.11
+6.69
+8.44

O1
(6S)
-1.21
-1.24
-2.14
-2.67

O2
(6S)
-1.38
-2.53
-2.57
-3.36

O3
(6S)
-2.37
-2.61
-2.84
-3.71

Sum
(6S)
-0.51
+0.73
-0.86
-1.30

CCAD
CCAD
CCAD
CCAD

+5.04

-1.86

-2.19

-2.53

-1.54

+5.02
-

-1.53
-

-2.11
-

-2.53
-

-1.15
-

+6.20
+8.33
+7.71

-2.47
-2.31
-2.82

-2.71
-2.96
-2.91

-2.86
-3.39
-3.34

-1.84
-0.33
-1.36

CADC
CADC
CADC
CADC

+4.48
-

-1.60
-

-1.92
-

-2.23
-

-1.27
-

+2.04
-

-0.57
-

-1.04
-

-1.76
-

-1.33
-

+6.36
+6.79
+7.71

-1.66
-2.01
-2.82

-2.37
-2.71
-2.91

-3.20
-3.07
-3.34

-0.87
-1.00
-1.36

CCCC
CCCC
CCCC
CCCC

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+5.89
+5.37
+4.51
+7.30

-1.73
-1.45
-1.74
-2.54

-1.80
-1.82
-1.94
-2.65

-2.54
-2.40
-2.00
-3.03

-0.18
-0.30
-1.17
-0.92
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Table VIII
(A) Mulliken atomic charges of the carboxy groups of the four isolated CS octasaccharides
b

The first carboxy group

a
b

The second carboxy group

a

The third carboxy group

The fourth carboxy group

Sequence

C

=O

-O-

H

Sum

C

=O

-O-

H

Sum

C

=O

-O-

H

Sum

C

=O

-O-

H

Sum

DCCC

0.43

-0.47

-0.39

0.34

-0.09

0.45

-0.47

-0.39

0.34

-0.07

0.42

-0.47

-0.38

0.35

-0.08

0.43

-0.41

-0.40

0.34

-0.04

CCAD

0.43

-0.47

-0.38

0.34

-0.08

0.43

-0.45

-0.39

0.35

-0.06

0.42

-0.50

-0.37

0.35

-0.10

0.43

-0.49

-0.39

0.34

-0.11

CADC

0.44

-0.52

-0.37

0.35

-0.10

0.42

-0.48

-0.39

0.34

-0.11

0.42

-0.50

-0.38

0.35

-0.11

0.42

-0.49

-0.37

0.35

-0.09

CCCC

0.44

-0.48

-0.39

0.35

-0.08

0.40

-0.49

-0.38

0.34

-0.13

0.43

-0.44

-0.39

0.33

-0.07

0.40

-0.47

-0.38

0.34

-0.11

Mulliken atomic charges were calculated according to the method reported in ref. (61).
The four carboxy groups are numbered from the non-reducing end to the reducing end.

(B) ESP atomic point charges of the carboxy groups of the four isolated CS octasaccharides
b

The first carboxy group

a
b

The second carboxy group

a

The third carboxy group

The fourth carboxy group

Sequence

C

=O

-O-

H

Sum

C

=O

-O-

H

Sum

C

=O

-O-

H

Sum

C

=O

-O-

H

Sum

DCCC

4.84

-1.86

-1.60

-0.13

1.25

3.22

-1.92

-1.66

0.02

-0.33

-1.06

-0.35

0.37

-0.60

-1.64

3.34

-1.42

-2.13

2.27

2.06

CCAD

4.61

-2.27

-1.98

0.82

1.18

-0.04

-0.69

0.41

0.32

0.00

1.08

-0.49

0.19

-0.30

0.48

0.32

-0.71

-1.80

0.74

-1.45

CADC

9.60

-3.60

-0.82

-1.31

3.88

1.04

-0.50

-0.31

0.02

0.25

2.77

-0.83

-0.20

-0.44

1.30

2.43

-0.56

-0.39

-0.23

1.25

CCCC

6.50

-2.45

-2.85

0.81

2.01

5.10

-2.70

-1.36

0.07

1.10

2.21

-0.96

-0.88

0.13

0.50

3.18

-1.16

-1.88

1.54

1.69

ESP atomic point charges were calculated according to the method reported in ref. (62).
The four carboxy groups are numbered from the non-reducing end to the reducing end.
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Supplemental Table S1
Twenty-four initial conformations were chosen for each CS disaccharide in the range of (40°-330°, 60°-330°) and then the full geometry optimizations were performed using the semi-empirical molecular orbital calculations taking the solvent
effects into accounts. Optimized dihedral angles (φ, ψ) of the CS disaccharides in the local energy minima are summarized and the values in bold have been used for Table VIA. FE stands for the formation energy. The (φ, ψ) values of the
disaccharide subunits in the four octasaccharides were also determined by the full geometry optimizations, and are summarized in the bottom half of Supplemental Table S1, which have been taken from Table VIB for comparison with the (φ, ψ)
values obtained for the individual CS disaccharides.
CS disaccharides
GlcUA-GalNAc(6S)
GlcUA-GalNAc(4S)
GlcUA(2S)-GalNAc(6S)
GalNAc(6S)-GlcUA
GalNAc(4S)-GlcUA(2S)
FE/kcal/mol
FE/kcal/mol
FE/kcal/mol
FE/kcal/mol
FE/kcal/mol
φ
ψ
φ
ψ
φ
ψ
φ
ψ
φ
ψ
initial (φ, ψ)
(330, 100)
282
78
-845.6
284
106
-838.2
301
96
-840.3
301
242
-1093.1
295
114
-1102.1
(290, 100)
283
79
-845.6
284
106
-838.2
279
82
-1098.8
301
92
-841.7
290
260
-1093.5
(244, 100)
282
78
-846.1
257
91
-835.2
279
82
-1098.6
301
92
-841.7
279
232
-1091.2
(180, 100)
281
78
-846.4
192
70
-835.0
284
83
-1096.7
268
62
-839.8
221
213
-1093.9
(130, 100)
67
98
-843.8
65
100
-836.1
91
127
-1087.1
291
265
-843.6
53
236
-1096.2
(80, 100)
69
98
-843.3
67
99
-835.7
76
104
-1097.5
22
189
-845.0
273
295
-1091.0
(40, 100)
281
78
-845.4
65
99
-835.8
57
105
-1097.3
51
237
-1095.2
62
89
-836.7
(290, 60)
282
78
-846.2
282
105
-838.2
278
79
-1098.9
297
271
-1092.9
301
92
-845.6
(290, 140)
286
109
-837.3
277
80
-1099.3
301
94
-840.8
281
77
-846.6
254
214
-1094.3
(290, 180)
282
78
-845.6
287
109
-837.4
278
81
-1099.4
246
195
-841.6
264
163
-1090.4
(290, 230)
311
239
-841.6
305
92
-1092.2
279
262
-845.4
274
289
-837.6
260
282
-1099.2
(290, 280)
250
286
-841.3
269
291
-835.6
260
281
-1097.4
309
239
-841.7
304
93
-1091.4
(290, 330)
260
290
-841.4
268
290
-836.4
271
294
-1098.9
272
59
-1089.8
301
241
-846.2
(80, 60)
67
98
-834.3
40
108
-1098.0
64
86
-836.5
78
263
-1092.7
70
99
-846.3
(80, 140)
62
94
-842.3
65
100
-835.8
15
204
-842.2
51
238
-1095.1
69
109
-1099.4
(80, 180)
97
139
-839.9
89
131
-1095.6
15
197
-844.0
50
238
-1095.6
93
147
-838.7
(80, 230)
327
295
-840.4
95
137
-835.2
80
161
-1092.0
49
238
-843.5
296
241
-1092.5
(80, 280)
68
310
-838.6
313
70
-1091.8
70
282
-840.0
60
86
-1088.9
86
302
-826.9
(80, 330)
70
310
-837.4
276
127
-838.3
68
315
-1095.1
50
238
-846.5
58
79
-1093.3
(330, 280)
282
307
-843.8
268
290
-837.5
283
306
-1098.9
309
240
-841.5
304
93
-1095.1
(235, 280)
259
279
-842.3
269
291
-837.0
283
306
-1099.1
248
196
-843.3
265
60
-1090.4
(180, 280)
258
279
-842.1
266
288
-837.2
253
212
-1087.8
248
195
-843.8
303
94
-1097.8
(130, 280)
84
303
-825.3
61
325
-1087.5
50
237
-845.2
61
89
-1089.5
72
310
-839.3
(40, 280)
297
325
-839.5
301
311
-831.1
22
277
-1090.2
49
238
-843.9
59
85
-1089.6
ΔCADC-21
272
129
ΔCCAD-65
284
98
ΔCCCC-65
274
139
ΔCCCC-43
276
77
ΔCCCC-21
257
60
ΔDCCC-65
274
139
ΔDCCC-43
292
86
ΔDCCC-21
312
155
ΔCADC-65
292
107
ΔCCAD-43
281
126
ΔCADC-43
292
130
ΔCCAD-21
279
94
ΔCADC-76
283
244
ΔCADC-32
282
249
ΔCCAD-76
298
243
ΔCCAD-54
282
247
ΔCCCC-76
260
56
ΔCCCC-54
304
240
ΔCCCC-32
272
208
ΔDCCC-76
288
90
ΔDCCC-54
311
267
ΔDCCC-32
265
207
ΔCADC-54
296
246
ΔCCAD-32
299
236
-

